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Si.CAMERA – In-house of the Union of Italian Chambers of Commerce, Industry, Handicraft and Agriculture

Si.Camera is a new organization of UNIONCAMERE, the National Association of the Italian Chambers of Commerce, Industry, Handicraft and Agriculture; which are all public bodies in Italy. Along with Unioncamere, almost all Italian Chambers of Commerce are shareholders of this new in-house legal entity.
Si.Camera is a multidisciplinary body as it includes the competences of different specialised agencies that were coordinated by Unioncamere. Though, Si.Camera carries out actions for the development and implementation of activities of interest for the Chambers of Commerce and for Italian SMEs. In particular, Si.Camera conducts statistical and economic studies, project initiatives and events, assistance services and specialist technical support in the following areas:

- promotion of the simplification of procedures for start-up and development of SMEs;
- IPR and market regulation; realization of observatories of the local economy, of economic analysis and applied statistics and dissemination of economic information;
- training: promotion of alternation school-work programs, apprenticeship and vocational training;
- promotion of innovation and technology transfer through digital services and infrastructure;
- tourism studies, promotion of the territory and local economies;
- promotion and internationalization of SMEs.

For more info, contact direzione@sicamera.camcom.it